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#

Variable / Field
Name

Field Label
Field Note

Field Attributes (Field Type,
Validation, Choices, Calculations,
etc.)

Instrument: New Participant (new_participant)

Expand

Instrument: Core Medical History (core_medical_history)

Expand

Instrument: Medications (medications)

Expand

Instrument: Blood Sample Collection (blood_sample_collection)

Expand

Instrument: Status (status)

Expand

Instrument: Contact (contact)

Expand

Instrument: Event History (event_history)

Expand

Instrument: Consent (consent)

Expand

Instrument: Reconsent Backend (reconsent_backend)

Expand

Instrument: Reconsent (reconsent)

Expand

Instrument: Recontact Update (recontact_update)

Expand

Instrument: Alternate Contact Update (alternate_contact_update)

Expand

Instrument: Health And Exposure Survey (health_and_exposure_survey)

Expand

Instrument: Adverse Event (adverse_event)

Expand

Instrument: WGS Spring 2019 (wgs_spring_2019)

Expand

Instrument: Redonate Spring 2019 (redonate_spring_2019)

Expand

Instrument: Redonate Reminder Link (redonate_reminder_link)

Expand

Instrument: Diabetes Screener (diabetes_screener)

Expand

Instrument: Eczema Screener (eczema_screener)

Expand

Instrument: Right Not To Know (Phase I) (right_not_to_know)
2030rntk_sectionone

Section Header: Introduction

Collapse

descriptive

• Some time ago, you gave us
permission for whole genome
sequencing, a type of genetic testing
that lets us look at all of your DNA.
• When we asked your permission to
do this genetic testing, we also asked if
you wanted to be informed of
incidental genetic findings that may be
important for your health.
• "Incidental findings" are what we call
it when we find genes unrelated to
what our study is investigating.

2031rntk_sectionone_2

Section Header:

descriptive

This survey has three short parts and
will take about 10 minutes.
• In Part 1, we will ask about your
decision to receive, or not receive,
incidental findings.
• In Part 2, we will provide additional
information about incidental findings.
• In Part 3, we will see how this new
information may have affected your
thinking about incidental findings.
Thank you for your time and for
sharing your response!

2032rntk_init

Section Header: Part 1

On a scale of 1 to 5, how well do you
remember being asked whether you
wanted to receive incidental findings?

radio, Required
1 1) I don't remember being asked
that question at all
2 2) I vaguely remember being
asked that question
3 3) I somewhat remember being
asked that question
4 4) I mostly remember being
asked that question
5 5) I definitely remember being
asked that question
Custom alignment: LV

2033rntk_init_response

How do you think you answered that
question?
I think I chose:

radio, Required
1 I AGREE to be contacted about
incidental findings of clinical
importance
0 I DO NOT agree to be contacted
about incidental findings of
clinical importance
Custom alignment: LV

2034rntk_init_info_enoug Did you feel like you had enough
h
information to make your decision?

yesno, Required
1 Yes
0 No
Custom alignment: LV

2035rntk_init_info_chang
e

Since making your decision on being
contacted about incidental findings of
clinical importance, have you thought
about changing your decision?

yesno, Required
1 Yes
0 No
Custom alignment: LV

2036rntk_init_returned

What kinds of genetic incidental
findings do you think might be
returned to people who agree to
receive them? Please select all that
apply:

checkbox, Required
1 rntk_init_returned___1 Information
about
genetic
changes
that mean
you'll have
lower risk
for a
disease
2 rntk_init_returned___2 Information
about
genetic
changes
that are not
known to
cause or
contribute
to disease
3 rntk_init_returned___3 Information
about
diseases
that don't
affect you
but could
affect your
children
4 rntk_init_returned___4 Information
about
diseases
that are not
serious or
fatal
5 rntk_init_returned___5 Information
about
diseases
that might
be serious
or fatal

6 rntk_init_returned___6 Information
that could
be
important,
but that we
don't yet
know
enough to
interpret
(genetic
changes of
unknown
significance)
7 rntk_init_returned___7 Information
about risk
for a
disease that
is
untreatable
Custom alignment: LV
Field Annotation: @RANDOMORDER

2037rntk_init_agreed
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[status_and_contact
_arm_1][rntk_if_cons
ent] = '1'

Section Header:

You agreed to be contacted about
incidental findings of clinical
importance. What were your reasons
for making that decision? Please select
all that apply.
I wanted to know this information...

checkbox, Required

1 rntk_init_agreed___1 Because it
might
help me
improve
my health
by
alerting
me to my
risk for a
serious
disease
2 rntk_init_agreed___2 To make
nonmedical
decisions
about my
life
3 rntk_init_agreed___3 Just
because I
was
curious
4 rntk_init_agreed___4 To help
make
choices
about
having
children
in the
future

5 rntk_init_agreed___5 Other
Custom alignment: LV
Field Annotation: @RANDOMORDER

2038rntk_init_agreed_oth Other: Please specify
er
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_agreed(5)]
= '1'

text, Required
Custom alignment: LV

2039rntk_init_ag_imp_12
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_agreed(1)]
= '1' and [rntk_init_a
greed(2)] = '1' and [r
ntk_init_agreed(3)] =
'' and [rntk_init_agre
ed(4)] = '' and [rntk_i
nit_agreed(5)] = ''
2040rntk_init_ag_imp_12
3

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

1 Because it might help me
improve my health by alerting
me to my risk for a serious
disease
2 To make non-medical decisions
about my life
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_agreed(1)]
= '1' and [rntk_init_a
greed(2)] = '1' and [r
ntk_init_agreed(3)] =
'1' and [rntk_init_agr
eed(4)] = '' and [rntk
_init_agreed(5)] = ''
2041rntk_init_ag_imp_12
34

radio, Required

radio, Required
1 Because it might help me
improve my health by alerting
me to my risk for a serious
disease
2 To make non-medical decisions
about my life
3 Just because I was curious
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_agreed(1)]
= '1' and [rntk_init_a
greed(2)] = '1' and [r
ntk_init_agreed(3)] =
'1' and [rntk_init_agr
eed(4)] = '1' and [rnt
k_init_agreed(5)] = ''

radio, Required
1 Because it might help me
improve my health by alerting
me to my risk for a serious
disease
2 To make non-medical decisions
about my life
3 Just because I was curious
4 To help make choices about
having children in the future
Custom alignment: LV

2042rntk_init_ag_imp_12
345
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_agreed(1)]
= '1' and [rntk_init_a
greed(2)] = '1' and [r
ntk_init_agreed(3)] =
'1' and [rntk_init_agr
eed(4)] = '1' and [rnt
k_init_agreed(5)] =
'1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required

1 Because it might help me
improve my health by alerting
me to my risk for a serious
disease
2 To make non-medical decisions
about my life
3 Just because I was curious
4 To help make choices about
having children in the future
5 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2043rntk_init_ag_imp_12
4

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_agreed(1)]
= '1' and [rntk_init_a
greed(2)] = '1' and [r
ntk_init_agreed(3)] =
'' and [rntk_init_agre
ed(4)] = '1' and [rntk
_init_agreed(5)] = ''

radio, Required
1 Because it might help me
improve my health by alerting
me to my risk for a serious
disease
2 To make non-medical decisions
about my life
4 To help make choices about
having children in the future
Custom alignment: LV

2044rntk_init_ag_imp_12
45

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_agreed(1)]
= '1' and [rntk_init_a
greed(2)] = '1' and [r
ntk_init_agreed(3)] =
'' and [rntk_init_agre
ed(4)] = '1' and [rntk
_init_agreed(5)] = '1'

radio, Required
1 Because it might help me
improve my health by alerting
me to my risk for a serious
disease
2 To make non-medical decisions
about my life
4 To help make choices about
having children in the future
5 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2045rntk_init_ag_imp_12
35

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_agreed(1)]
= '1' and [rntk_init_a
greed(2)] = '1' and [r
ntk_init_agreed(3)] =
'1' and [rntk_init_agr
eed(4)] = '' and [rntk
_init_agreed(5)] = '1'

radio, Required
1 Because it might help me
improve my health by alerting
me to my risk for a serious
disease
2 To make non-medical decisions
about my life
3 Just because I was curious
5 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2046rntk_init_ag_imp_12
5
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_agreed(1)]
= '1' and [rntk_init_a
greed(2)] = '1' and [r
ntk_init_agreed(3)] =
'' and [rntk_init_agre
ed(4)] = '' and [rntk_i
nit_agreed(5)] = '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required

1 Because it might help me
improve my health by alerting
me to my risk for a serious
disease
2 To make non-medical decisions
about my life
5 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2047rntk_init_ag_imp_13
5

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_agreed(1)]
= '1' and [rntk_init_a
greed(2)] = '' and [rn
tk_init_agreed(3)] =
'1' and [rntk_init_agr
eed(4)] = '' and [rntk
_init_agreed(5)] = '1'
2048rntk_init_ag_imp_13
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_agreed(1)]
= '1' and [rntk_init_a
greed(2)] = '' and [rn
tk_init_agreed(3)] =
'1' and [rntk_init_agr
eed(4)] = '' and [rntk
_init_agreed(5)] = ''
2049rntk_init_ag_imp_13
4

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_agreed(1)]
= '1' and [rntk_init_a
greed(2)] = '' and [rn
tk_init_agreed(3)] =
'1' and [rntk_init_agr
eed(4)] = '1' and [rnt
k_init_agreed(5)] =
'1'

1 Because it might help me
improve my health by alerting
me to my risk for a serious
disease
3 Just because I was curious
5 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 Because it might help me
improve my health by alerting
me to my risk for a serious
disease
3 Just because I was curious
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_agreed(1)]
= '1' and [rntk_init_a
greed(2)] = '' and [rn
tk_init_agreed(3)] =
'1' and [rntk_init_agr
eed(4)] = '1' and [rnt
k_init_agreed(5)] = ''
2050rntk_init_ag_imp_13
45

radio, Required

radio, Required
1 Because it might help me
improve my health by alerting
me to my risk for a serious
disease
3 Just because I was curious
4 To help make choices about
having children in the future
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required

1 Because it might help me
improve my health by alerting
me to my risk for a serious
disease
3 Just because I was curious
4 To help make choices about
having children in the future
5 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2051rntk_init_ag_imp_14
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_agreed(1)]
= '1' and [rntk_init_a
greed(2)] = '' and [rn
tk_init_agreed(3)] = ''
and [rntk_init_agree
d(4)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_agreed(5)] = ''
2052rntk_init_ag_imp_14
5

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_agreed(1)]
= '1' and [rntk_init_a
greed(2)] = '' and [rn
tk_init_agreed(3)] = ''
and [rntk_init_agree
d(4)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_agreed(5)] = '1'
2054rntk_init_ag_imp_23
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_agreed(1)]
= '' and [rntk_init_ag
reed(2)] = '1' and [rn
tk_init_agreed(3)] =
'1' and [rntk_init_agr
eed(4)] = '' and [rntk
_init_agreed(5)] = ''

1 Because it might help me
improve my health by alerting
me to my risk for a serious
disease
4 To help make choices about
having children in the future
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_agreed(1)]
= '1' and [rntk_init_a
greed(2)] = '' and [rn
tk_init_agreed(3)] = ''
and [rntk_init_agree
d(4)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_agreed(5)] = '1'
2053rntk_init_ag_imp_15

radio, Required

radio, Required
1 Because it might help me
improve my health by alerting
me to my risk for a serious
disease
4 To help make choices about
having children in the future
5 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 Because it might help me
improve my health by alerting
me to my risk for a serious
disease
5 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required

2 To make non-medical decisions
about my life
3 Just because I was curious
Custom alignment: LV

2055rntk_init_ag_imp_23
4

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_agreed(1)]
= '' and [rntk_init_ag
reed(2)] = '1' and [rn
tk_init_agreed(3)] =
'1' and [rntk_init_agr
eed(4)] = '1' and [rnt
k_init_agreed(5)] = ''
2056rntk_init_ag_imp_23
45

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_agreed(1)]
= '' and [rntk_init_ag
reed(2)] = '1' and [rn
tk_init_agreed(3)] = ''
and [rntk_init_agree
d(4)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_agreed(5)] = ''
2058rntk_init_ag_imp_24
5
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_agreed(1)]
= '' and [rntk_init_ag
reed(2)] = '1' and [rn
tk_init_agreed(3)] = ''
and [rntk_init_agree
d(4)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_agreed(5)] = '1'

2 To make non-medical decisions
about my life
3 Just because I was curious
4 To help make choices about
having children in the future
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_agreed(1)]
= '' and [rntk_init_ag
reed(2)] = '1' and [rn
tk_init_agreed(3)] =
'1' and [rntk_init_agr
eed(4)] = '1' and [rnt
k_init_agreed(5)] =
'1'
2057rntk_init_ag_imp_24

radio, Required

radio, Required
2 To make non-medical decisions
about my life
3 Just because I was curious
4 To help make choices about
having children in the future

5 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
2 To make non-medical decisions
about my life
4 To help make choices about
having children in the future
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required

2 To make non-medical decisions
about my life
4 To help make choices about
having children in the future
5 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2059rntk_init_ag_imp_25
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_agreed(1)]
= '' and [rntk_init_ag
reed(2)] = '1' and [rn
tk_init_agreed(3)] = ''
and [rntk_init_agree
d(4)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_agreed(5)] = '1'
2060rntk_init_ag_imp_23
5

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_agreed(1)]
= '' and [rntk_init_ag
reed(2)] = '' and [rnt
k_init_agreed(3)] =
'1' and [rntk_init_agr
eed(4)] = '1' and [rnt
k_init_agreed(5)] = ''
2062rntk_init_ag_imp_34
5
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_agreed(1)]
= '' and [rntk_init_ag
reed(2)] = '' and [rnt
k_init_agreed(3)] =
'1' and [rntk_init_agr
eed(4)] = '1' and [rnt
k_init_agreed(5)] =
'1'

2 To make non-medical decisions
about my life
5 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_agreed(1)]
= '' and [rntk_init_ag
reed(2)] = '1' and [rn
tk_init_agreed(3)] =
'1' and [rntk_init_agr
eed(4)] = '' and [rntk
_init_agreed(5)] = '1'
2061rntk_init_ag_imp_34

radio, Required

radio, Required
2 To make non-medical decisions
about my life
3 Just because I was curious
5 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
3 Just because I was curious
4 To help make choices about
having children in the future
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
3 Just because I was curious
4 To help make choices about
having children in the future
5 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2063rntk_init_ag_imp_35
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_agreed(1)]
= '' and [rntk_init_ag
reed(2)] = '' and [rnt
k_init_agreed(3)] =
'1' and [rntk_init_agr
eed(4)] = '' and [rntk
_init_agreed(5)] = '1'
2064rntk_init_ag_imp_45
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_agreed(1)]
= '' and [rntk_init_ag
reed(2)] = '' and [rnt
k_init_agreed(3)] = ''
and [rntk_init_agree
d(4)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_agreed(5)] = '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
3 Just because I was curious
5 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
4 To help make choices about
having children in the future
5 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2065rntk_init_refused
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[status_and_contact
_arm_1][rntk_if_cons
ent] = '0'

You did not agree to be contacted
about incidental findings of clinical
importance. What were your reasons
for making that decision? Please select
all that apply.
I did not want to know this information
because...

checkbox, Required

1 rntk_init_refused___1 It would
make me
worried or
sad to know
this
information.
2 rntk_init_refused___2 This
information
would not
be relevant
to my
health.
3 rntk_init_refused___3 Even if there
was a
medical
action I
could take, I
wouldn't
have access
to
healthcare.
4 rntk_init_refused___4 I would not
do anything
with this
information.
5 rntk_init_refused___5 I do not
trust the
NIH (part of
the US
government)
with this
information.
6 rntk_init_refused___6 I am worried
that this
information
would be
used against
me by my
health
insurance
company or
employer.

7 rntk_init_refused___7 My friends
and family
would treat
me
differently if
they knew
that I had
genetic risk
for certain
diseases.

8 rntk_init_refused___8 Other
Custom alignment: LV
Field Annotation: @RANDOMORDER

2066rntk_init_refused_ot
her

Other: Please specify

text, Required
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(8)] = '1'
2067rntk_init_ref_imp_12
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = ''

1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
Custom alignment: LV

2068rntk_init_ref_imp_12
3

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = ''
2069rntk_init_ref_imp_12
34

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(6)] = '' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''

1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = ''
2070rntk_init_ref_imp_12
345

radio, Required

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
Custom alignment: LV

2071rntk_init_ref_imp_12
3456

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(6)] = '1'
and [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

2072rntk_init_ref_imp_12
34567
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(6)] = '1'
and [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(8)] = ''

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2073rntk_init_ref_imp_12
345678

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(6)] = '1'
and [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(8)] = '1'

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2074rntk_init_ref_imp_12
35
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(6)] = '' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
Custom alignment: LV

2075rntk_init_ref_imp_12
356

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(6)] = '1'
and [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

2076rntk_init_ref_imp_12
3567
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(6)] = '1'
and [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(8)] = ''

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2077rntk_init_ref_imp_12
34568

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(6)] = '1'
and [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2078rntk_init_ref_imp_12
35678
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(6)] = '1'
and [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(8)] = '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2079rntk_init_ref_imp_12
3457

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(6)] = '' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(8)] = ''

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2080rntk_init_ref_imp_12
34578
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(6)] = '' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(8)] = '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2081rntk_init_ref_imp_12
3458

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(6)] = '' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2082rntk_init_ref_imp_12
346
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

2083rntk_init_ref_imp_12
3467

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(8)] = ''

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2084rntk_init_ref_imp_12
34678
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(8)] = '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2085rntk_init_ref_imp_12
347

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2086rntk_init_ref_imp_12
3478
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2087rntk_init_ref_imp_12
3468

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2088rntk_init_ref_imp_12
348
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2089rntk_init_ref_imp_12
358

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(6)] = '' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'
2090rntk_init_ref_imp_12
3568
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(6)] = '1'
and [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2091rntk_init_ref_imp_12
357

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(6)] = '' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(8)] = ''

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2092rntk_init_ref_imp_12
3578
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(6)] = '' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(8)] = '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2093rntk_init_ref_imp_12
36

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''
2094rntk_init_ref_imp_12
367
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(8)] = ''

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2095rntk_init_ref_imp_12
3678

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(8)] = '1'

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2096rntk_init_ref_imp_12
368
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2097rntk_init_ref_imp_12
37

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''
2098rntk_init_ref_imp_12
378

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2099rntk_init_ref_imp_12
38
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2100rntk_init_ref_imp_12
4

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = ''
2101rntk_init_ref_imp_12
45
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(6)] = '' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
Custom alignment: LV

2102rntk_init_ref_imp_12
456

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(6)] = '1'
and [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

2103rntk_init_ref_imp_12
4567
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(6)] = '1'
and [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(8)] = ''

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2104rntk_init_ref_imp_12
45678

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(6)] = '1'
and [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(8)] = '1'

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2105rntk_init_ref_imp_12
4568
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(6)] = '1'
and [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2106rntk_init_ref_imp_12
458

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(6)] = '' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'
2107rntk_init_ref_imp_12
457
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(6)] = '' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(8)] = ''

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2108rntk_init_ref_imp_12
4578

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(6)] = '' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(8)] = '1'

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2109rntk_init_ref_imp_12
46
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

2110rntk_init_ref_imp_12
47

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''
2111rntk_init_ref_imp_12
478

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = '1'

1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'
2112rntk_init_ref_imp_12
48

radio, Required

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2113rntk_init_ref_imp_12
4678

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(8)] = '1'

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2114rntk_init_ref_imp_12
467
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(8)] = ''

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2115rntk_init_ref_imp_12
468

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2116rntk_init_ref_imp_12
5

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = ''
2117rntk_init_ref_imp_12
56
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

2118rntk_init_ref_imp_12
567

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(8)] = ''

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2119rntk_init_ref_imp_12
5678
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(8)] = '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2120rntk_init_ref_imp_12
568

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2121rntk_init_ref_imp_12
57
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2122rntk_init_ref_imp_12
578

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2123rntk_init_ref_imp_12
58

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = '1'
2124rntk_init_ref_imp_12
6
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = ''

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

2125rntk_init_ref_imp_12
67

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2126rntk_init_ref_imp_12
678
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2127rntk_init_ref_imp_12
68

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = '1'
2128rntk_init_ref_imp_12
7

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'

1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''
2129rntk_init_ref_imp_12
78

radio, Required

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2130rntk_init_ref_imp_12
8

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = '1'
2131rntk_init_ref_imp_13
45678
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(6)] = '1'
and [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(8)] = '1'

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2132rntk_init_ref_imp_14
5678

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(8)] = '1'

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2133rntk_init_ref_imp_15
678
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(8)] = '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2134rntk_init_ref_imp_16
78

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'
2135rntk_init_ref_imp_17
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''
2136rntk_init_ref_imp_17
8
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2137rntk_init_ref_imp_18
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = '1'
2138rntk_init_ref_imp_13
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = ''
2139rntk_init_ref_imp_13
4
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = ''

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
Custom alignment: LV

2140rntk_init_ref_imp_13
45

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(6)] = '' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''
2141rntk_init_ref_imp_13
456
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(6)] = '1'
and [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

2142rntk_init_ref_imp_13
4567

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(6)] = '1'
and [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(8)] = ''

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2143rntk_init_ref_imp_13
4568
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(6)] = '1'
and [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2144rntk_init_ref_imp_13
457

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(6)] = '' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(8)] = ''

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2145rntk_init_ref_imp_13
4578
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(6)] = '' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(8)] = '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2146rntk_init_ref_imp_13
458

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(6)] = '' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'
2147rntk_init_ref_imp_13
4678
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(8)] = '1'

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2148rntk_init_ref_imp_13
468

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2149rntk_init_ref_imp_13
47

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''
2150rntk_init_ref_imp_13
48
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = '1'

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2151rntk_init_ref_imp_13
478

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2152rntk_init_ref_imp_13
5

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = ''
2153rntk_init_ref_imp_13
56
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

2154rntk_init_ref_imp_13
567

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(8)] = ''

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2155rntk_init_ref_imp_13
5678
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(8)] = '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2156rntk_init_ref_imp_13
568

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2157rntk_init_ref_imp_13
57
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2158rntk_init_ref_imp_13
578

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2159rntk_init_ref_imp_13
58

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = '1'
2160rntk_init_ref_imp_13
6
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = ''

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

2161rntk_init_ref_imp_13
67

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2162rntk_init_ref_imp_13
678
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2163rntk_init_ref_imp_13
68

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = '1'
2164rntk_init_ref_imp_13
46
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

2165rntk_init_ref_imp_13
467

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(8)] = ''

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2166rntk_init_ref_imp_13
7
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2167rntk_init_ref_imp_13
78

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'
2168rntk_init_ref_imp_13
8

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = ''

1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = '1'
2169rntk_init_ref_imp_14

radio, Required

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
Custom alignment: LV

2170rntk_init_ref_imp_14
5

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = ''
2171rntk_init_ref_imp_14
56
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

2172rntk_init_ref_imp_14
567

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(8)] = ''

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2173rntk_init_ref_imp_14
568
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2174rntk_init_ref_imp_14
57

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''
2175rntk_init_ref_imp_14
578

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2176rntk_init_ref_imp_14
58
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2177rntk_init_ref_imp_14
8

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = '1'
2178rntk_init_ref_imp_14
6

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''

1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = ''
2179rntk_init_ref_imp_14
67

radio, Required

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2180rntk_init_ref_imp_14
678

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2181rntk_init_ref_imp_14
68
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2182rntk_init_ref_imp_14
7

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''
2183rntk_init_ref_imp_14
78

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = ''

1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'
2184rntk_init_ref_imp_15

radio, Required

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
Custom alignment: LV

2185rntk_init_ref_imp_15
6

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''
2186rntk_init_ref_imp_15
67

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(8)] = ''

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2187rntk_init_ref_imp_15
68
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2188rntk_init_ref_imp_15
7

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''
2189rntk_init_ref_imp_15
78

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = '1'

1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'
2190rntk_init_ref_imp_15
8

radio, Required

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2191rntk_init_ref_imp_16
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = ''
2192rntk_init_ref_imp_16
7

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = '1'

1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''
2193rntk_init_ref_imp_16
8

radio, Required

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2194rntk_init_ref_imp_23
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = ''
2195rntk_init_ref_imp_23
4

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(6)] = '' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''

2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = ''
2196rntk_init_ref_imp_23
45

radio, Required

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
Custom alignment: LV

2197rntk_init_ref_imp_23
456

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(6)] = '1'
and [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

2198rntk_init_ref_imp_23
4567
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(6)] = '1'
and [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(8)] = ''

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2199rntk_init_ref_imp_23
45678

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(6)] = '1'
and [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(8)] = '1'

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2200rntk_init_ref_imp_23
4568
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(6)] = '1'
and [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2201rntk_init_ref_imp_23
457

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(6)] = '' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(8)] = ''

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2202rntk_init_ref_imp_23
4578
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(6)] = '' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(8)] = '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2203rntk_init_ref_imp_23
458

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(6)] = '' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'
2204rntk_init_ref_imp_23
46
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

2205rntk_init_ref_imp_23
467

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(8)] = ''

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2206rntk_init_ref_imp_23
4678
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(8)] = '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2207rntk_init_ref_imp_23
468

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2208rntk_init_ref_imp_23
47
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2209rntk_init_ref_imp_23
478

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2210rntk_init_ref_imp_23
48

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = '1'
2211rntk_init_ref_imp_23
5
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = ''

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
Custom alignment: LV

2212rntk_init_ref_imp_23
56

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

2213rntk_init_ref_imp_23
58
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2214rntk_init_ref_imp_23
567

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(8)] = ''

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2215rntk_init_ref_imp_23
5678
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(8)] = '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2216rntk_init_ref_imp_23
568

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2217rntk_init_ref_imp_23
57
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2218rntk_init_ref_imp_23
578

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2219rntk_init_ref_imp_23
6
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = ''

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

2220rntk_init_ref_imp_23
67

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2221rntk_init_ref_imp_23
678
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2222rntk_init_ref_imp_23
68

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = '1'
2223rntk_init_ref_imp_23
7

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'

2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''
2224rntk_init_ref_imp_23
78

radio, Required

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2225rntk_init_ref_imp_23
8

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = '1'
2226rntk_init_ref_imp_24
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = ''
2227rntk_init_ref_imp_24
5
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = ''

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
Custom alignment: LV

2228rntk_init_ref_imp_24
56

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''
2229rntk_init_ref_imp_24
567
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(8)] = ''

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2230rntk_init_ref_imp_24
5678

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(8)] = '1'

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2231rntk_init_ref_imp_24
6
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = ''

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

2232rntk_init_ref_imp_24
67

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2233rntk_init_ref_imp_24
678
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2234rntk_init_ref_imp_24
68

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = '1'
2235rntk_init_ref_imp_24
7

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'

2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''
2236rntk_init_ref_imp_24
78

radio, Required

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2237rntk_init_ref_imp_24
57

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''
2238rntk_init_ref_imp_24
578

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2239rntk_init_ref_imp_24
58
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2240rntk_init_ref_imp_24
568

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2241rntk_init_ref_imp_24
8

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = '1'
2242rntk_init_ref_imp_25
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = ''

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
Custom alignment: LV

2243rntk_init_ref_imp_25
6

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''
2244rntk_init_ref_imp_25
67
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(8)] = ''

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2245rntk_init_ref_imp_25
678

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(8)] = '1'

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2246rntk_init_ref_imp_25
68
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2247rntk_init_ref_imp_25
7

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''
2248rntk_init_ref_imp_25
78

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = '1'

2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'
2249rntk_init_ref_imp_25
8

radio, Required

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2250rntk_init_ref_imp_26
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = ''
2251rntk_init_ref_imp_26
7

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'

2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''
2252rntk_init_ref_imp_26
78

radio, Required

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2253rntk_init_ref_imp_26
8

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = '1'
2254rntk_init_ref_imp_27
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''
2255rntk_init_ref_imp_27
8
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2256rntk_init_ref_imp_28
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = '1'
2257rntk_init_ref_imp_34
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = ''
2258rntk_init_ref_imp_34
5
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(6)] = '' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
Custom alignment: LV

2259rntk_init_ref_imp_34
57

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(6)] = '' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(8)] = ''
2260rntk_init_ref_imp_34
578
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(6)] = '' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(8)] = '1'

radio, Required
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2261rntk_init_ref_imp_34
56

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(6)] = '1'
and [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''

radio, Required
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

2262rntk_init_ref_imp_34
568
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(6)] = '1'
and [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2263rntk_init_ref_imp_34
567

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(6)] = '1'
and [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(8)] = ''

radio, Required
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2264rntk_init_ref_imp_34
5678
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(6)] = '1'
and [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(8)] = '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2265rntk_init_ref_imp_34
58

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(6)] = '' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'
2266rntk_init_ref_imp_34
6

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(8)] = ''

3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''
2267rntk_init_ref_imp_34
67

radio, Required

radio, Required
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2268rntk_init_ref_imp_34
678

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(8)] = '1'

radio, Required
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2269rntk_init_ref_imp_34
68
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2270rntk_init_ref_imp_34
78

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'
2271rntk_init_ref_imp_34
7

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = '1'

3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''
2272rntk_init_ref_imp_34
8

radio, Required

radio, Required
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2273rntk_init_ref_imp_35
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = ''
2274rntk_init_ref_imp_35
6

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(8)] = ''

3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''
2275rntk_init_ref_imp_35
67

radio, Required

radio, Required
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2276rntk_init_ref_imp_35
678

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(8)] = '1'

radio, Required
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2277rntk_init_ref_imp_35
7
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2278rntk_init_ref_imp_35
78

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'
2279rntk_init_ref_imp_35
68

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = '1'

3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'
2280rntk_init_ref_imp_35
8

radio, Required

radio, Required
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2281rntk_init_ref_imp_36
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = ''
2282rntk_init_ref_imp_36
7

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'

3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''
2283rntk_init_ref_imp_36
78

radio, Required

radio, Required
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2284rntk_init_ref_imp_36
8

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = '1'
2285rntk_init_ref_imp_37
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''
2286rntk_init_ref_imp_37
8
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'

radio, Required
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2287rntk_init_ref_imp_38
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = '1'
2288rntk_init_ref_imp_45
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = ''
2289rntk_init_ref_imp_45
6
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

2290rntk_init_ref_imp_45
67

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(8)] = ''

radio, Required
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2291rntk_init_ref_imp_45
678
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(8)] = '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2292rntk_init_ref_imp_45
68

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'
2293rntk_init_ref_imp_45
7

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'

4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''
2294rntk_init_ref_imp_45
78

radio, Required

radio, Required
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2295rntk_init_ref_imp_45
8

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = '1'
2296rntk_init_ref_imp_46
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = ''
2297rntk_init_ref_imp_46
7
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''

radio, Required
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2298rntk_init_ref_imp_46
78

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'
2299rntk_init_ref_imp_46
8

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''

4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = '1'
2300rntk_init_ref_imp_47

radio, Required

radio, Required
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2301rntk_init_ref_imp_47
8

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'
2302rntk_init_ref_imp_48
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = '1'
2303rntk_init_ref_imp_56
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''

radio, Required
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

2304rntk_init_ref_imp_56
7

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(8)] = ''
2305rntk_init_ref_imp_56
78

radio, Required
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_i
nit_refused(8)] = '1'

radio, Required
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2306rntk_init_ref_imp_56
8
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_init_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2307rntk_init_ref_imp_57
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''
2308rntk_init_ref_imp_57
8

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = '1'

5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'
2309rntk_init_ref_imp_58

radio, Required

radio, Required
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2310rntk_init_ref_imp_67
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = ''
2311rntk_init_ref_imp_67
8

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(8)] = '1'

6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '1' an
d [rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'
2312rntk_init_ref_imp_68

radio, Required

radio, Required
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2313rntk_init_ref_imp_78
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_init_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(2)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(4)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_init
_refused(6)] = '' and
[rntk_init_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_in
it_refused(8)] = '1'
2314rntk_sectiontwo_0

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Section Header: Part 2: Information about
Incidental Findings

• In this section, we want to give you
more information about incidental
findings than you had before. Please
take your time to read through it
carefully.

checkbox, Required
1 rntk_sectiontwo_0___1 Click
here to
continue
Custom alignment: LV

• We want you to keep this additional
information in mind when you answer
the questions in Part 3.
• When answering the questions in Part
3, you can use the "Previous Page"
button to come back and see this
information again if you wish.
2315rntk_sectiontwo
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_sectiontwo_0
(1)] = '1'

Whole genome sequencing reads every checkbox, Required
letter in your DNA. Our research is
1 rntk_sectiontwo___1 Check box
mainly focused on certain health
to
conditions and specific portions of your
continue
DNA. But we might also find genes
related to other health conditions.
Custom alignment: LV
Some of these incidental (or secondary)
findings could be important for your
health.
There are a few key things that you
should know about the genetic
incidental findings we will report to
you.

2316rntk_sectiontwo_2
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_sectiontwo(1)]
= '1'

checkbox, Required
We are only looking for genetic
information related to:
• Serious conditions, such as cancer
and heart disease. We are not looking
for information relating to less serious
conditions such as asthma or arthritis.

1 rntk_sectiontwo_2___1 Check
box to
continue
Custom alignment: LV

• Preventable or treatable conditions.
That means that we would not be
looking for conditions like Huntington's
Disease or Alzheimer's Disease, which
currently do not have any treatments.
• Conditions with a clearly
demonstrated connection between the
gene and the disease risk. This means
that we will not be looking for genetic
changes unless scientists and doctors
are very confident that they are
medically important.

2317rntk_sectiontwo_3
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_sectiontwo_2
(1)] = '1'

2318rntk_sectiontwo_4

Very, very few people in the study will
descriptive
be found to have a change in one of
the genes related to incidental findings.
If you are not contacted about any
findings, this does not mean that you
do not currently have a disease or
health condition, or that you are not at
risk of developing a disease or health
condition in the future. It just means
we did not find anything in the genes
that should be reported.
Section Header:

The EPR is committed to protecting the
privacy of your genetic information and
has a Certificate of Confidentiality
which helps the research team keep
your information private. Furthermore,
the Genetic Information
Nondiscrimination Act (GINA) does not
allow health insurers or employers to
use genetic information to discriminate
against you.
Although you have already made a
choice about receiving this information,
we would like to give you another
chance to express your preference.
Regardless of your initial decision, we
will honor the choice you make here.

descriptive

2319rntk_post_response

Section Header: Part 3

After reading more about incidental
findings, do you want to receive genetic
incidental findings?

radio, Required
1 I AGREE to be contacted about
incidental findings of clinical
importance
0 I DO NOT agree to be contacted
about incidental findings of
clinical importance
Custom alignment: LV

2320rntk_post_surety

On a scale of 1-5, how sure are you
about your decision?

radio, Required
1 1) I am not very sure about my
decision
2 2) I am somewhat sure about
my decision
3 3) I am moderately sure about
my decision
4 4) I am pretty sure about my
decision
5 5) I am completely sure about
my decision
Custom alignment: LV

2321rntk_post_returned

Based on your understanding of the
checkbox, Required
information we just provided to you
1 rntk_post_returned___1
about incidental findings, what kinds of
genetic incidental findings do you think
might be returned to people who agree
to receive them? Please select all that
apply.

Informatio
about
genetic
changes
that mean
you'll have
lower risk
for a
disease

2 rntk_post_returned___2 Informatio
about
genetic
changes
that are no
known to
cause or
contribute
to disease
3 rntk_post_returned___3 Informatio
about
diseases
that don't
affect you
but could
affect your
children
4 rntk_post_returned___4 Informatio
about
diseases
that are no
serious or
fatal
5 rntk_post_returned___5 Informatio
about
diseases
that might
be serious
or fatal

6 rntk_post_returned___6 Informatio
that could
be
important,
but that we
don't yet
know
enough to
interpret
(genetic
changes of
unknown
significanc
7 rntk_post_returned___7 Informatio
about risk
for a
disease tha
is
untreatabl
Custom alignment: LV
Field Annotation: @RANDOMORDER
2322rntk_post_info_enou Do you feel like you had enough
gh
information to make your decision
about receiving genetic incidental
findings today?

yesno, Required

1 Yes
0 No
Custom alignment: LV

2323rntk_post_info_agre
ed
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_respons
e] = '1'

You agreed to be contacted about
incidental findings of clinical
importance. What were your reasons
for making that decision? Please select
all that apply.
I want to know this information...

checkbox, Required

1 rntk_post_info_agreed___1 Because
it might
help me
improve
my
health b
alerting
me to
my risk
for a
serious
disease
2 rntk_post_info_agreed___2 To make
nonmedical
decision
about
my life
3 rntk_post_info_agreed___3 Just
because
I am
curious.
4 rntk_post_info_agreed___4 To help
me mak
choices
about
having
children
in the
future

5 rntk_post_info_agreed___5 Other
Custom alignment: LV
Field Annotation: @RANDOMORDER

2324rntk_post_info_agre
ed_other
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_info_agre
ed(5)] = '1'

Other: Please specify

text, Required
Custom alignment: LV

2325rntk_post_ag_imp_1
2

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_info_agre
ed(1)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_info_agreed
(2)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_info_agreed(3)]
= '' and [rntk_post_i
nfo_agreed(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_info_a
greed(5)] = ''
2326rntk_post_ag_imp_1
23

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_info_agre
ed(1)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_info_agreed
(2)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_info_agreed(3)]
= '1' and [rntk_post_i
nfo_agreed(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_info_
agreed(5)] = ''

1 Because it might help me
improve my health by alerting
me to my risk for a serious
disease
2 To make non-medical decisions
about my life
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_info_agre
ed(1)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_info_agreed
(2)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_info_agreed(3)]
= '1' and [rntk_post_i
nfo_agreed(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_info_a
greed(5)] = ''
2327rntk_post_ag_imp_1
234

radio, Required

radio, Required
1 Because it might help me
improve my health by alerting
me to my risk for a serious
disease
2 To make non-medical decisions
about my life
3 Just because I was curious
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 Because it might help me
improve my health by alerting
me to my risk for a serious
disease
2 To make non-medical decisions
about my life
3 Just because I was curious
4 To help make choices about
having children in the future
Custom alignment: LV

2328rntk_post_ag_imp_1
2345

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_info_agre
ed(1)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_info_agreed
(2)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_info_agreed(3)]
= '1' and [rntk_post_i
nfo_agreed(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_info_
agreed(5)] = '1'

radio, Required
1 Because it might help me
improve my health by alerting
me to my risk for a serious
disease
2 To make non-medical decisions
about my life
3 Just because I was curious
4 To help make choices about
having children in the future
5 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2329rntk_post_ag_imp_1
24

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_info_agre
ed(1)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_info_agreed
(2)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_info_agreed(3)]
= '' and [rntk_post_i
nfo_agreed(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_info_
agreed(5)] = ''
2330rntk_post_ag_imp_1
245
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_info_agre
ed(1)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_info_agreed
(2)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_info_agreed(3)]
= '' and [rntk_post_i
nfo_agreed(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_info_
agreed(5)] = '1'

radio, Required
1 Because it might help me
improve my health by alerting
me to my risk for a serious
disease
2 To make non-medical decisions
about my life
4 To help make choices about
having children in the future
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 Because it might help me
improve my health by alerting
me to my risk for a serious
disease
2 To make non-medical decisions
about my life
4 To help make choices about
having children in the future
5 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2331rntk_post_ag_imp_1
235

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_info_agre
ed(1)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_info_agreed
(2)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_info_agreed(3)]
= '1' and [rntk_post_i
nfo_agreed(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_info_a
greed(5)] = '1'
2332rntk_post_ag_imp_1
25

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_info_agre
ed(1)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_info_agreed
(2)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_info_agreed(3)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_in
fo_agreed(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_info_ag
reed(5)] = '1'

1 Because it might help me
improve my health by alerting
me to my risk for a serious
disease
2 To make non-medical decisions
about my life
3 Just because I was curious
5 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_info_agre
ed(1)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_info_agreed
(2)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_info_agreed(3)]
= '' and [rntk_post_i
nfo_agreed(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_info_a
greed(5)] = '1'
2333rntk_post_ag_imp_1
35

radio, Required

radio, Required
1 Because it might help me
improve my health by alerting
me to my risk for a serious
disease
2 To make non-medical decisions
about my life
5 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 Because it might help me
improve my health by alerting
me to my risk for a serious
disease
3 Just because I was curious
5 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2334rntk_post_ag_imp_1
3

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_info_agre
ed(1)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_info_agreed
(2)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_info_agreed(3)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_in
fo_agreed(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_info_ag
reed(5)] = ''
2335rntk_post_ag_imp_1
34

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_info_agre
ed(1)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_info_agreed
(2)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_info_agreed(3)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_in
fo_agreed(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_info_a
greed(5)] = '1'

1 Because it might help me
improve my health by alerting
me to my risk for a serious
disease
3 Just because I was curious
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_info_agre
ed(1)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_info_agreed
(2)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_info_agreed(3)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_in
fo_agreed(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_info_a
greed(5)] = ''
2336rntk_post_ag_imp_1
345

radio, Required

radio, Required
1 Because it might help me
improve my health by alerting
me to my risk for a serious
disease
3 Just because I was curious
4 To help make choices about
having children in the future
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 Because it might help me
improve my health by alerting
me to my risk for a serious
disease
3 Just because I was curious
4 To help make choices about
having children in the future
5 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2337rntk_post_ag_imp_1
4

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_info_agre
ed(1)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_info_agreed
(2)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_info_agreed(3)] =
'' and [rntk_post_inf
o_agreed(4)] = '1' an
d [rntk_post_info_ag
reed(5)] = ''
2338rntk_post_ag_imp_1
45

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_info_agre
ed(1)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_info_agreed
(2)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_info_agreed(3)] =
'' and [rntk_post_inf
o_agreed(4)] = '' and
[rntk_post_info_agre
ed(5)] = '1'

1 Because it might help me
improve my health by alerting
me to my risk for a serious
disease
4 To help make choices about
having children in the future
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_info_agre
ed(1)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_info_agreed
(2)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_info_agreed(3)] =
'' and [rntk_post_inf
o_agreed(4)] = '1' an
d [rntk_post_info_ag
reed(5)] = '1'
2339rntk_post_ag_imp_1
5

radio, Required

radio, Required
1 Because it might help me
improve my health by alerting
me to my risk for a serious
disease
4 To help make choices about
having children in the future
5 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 Because it might help me
improve my health by alerting
me to my risk for a serious
disease
5 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2340rntk_post_ag_imp_2
3

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_info_agre
ed(1)] = '' and [rntk_
post_info_agreed(2)]
= '1' and [rntk_post_i
nfo_agreed(3)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_info_
agreed(4)] = '' and [r
ntk_post_info_agree
d(5)] = ''
2341rntk_post_ag_imp_2
34

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_info_agre
ed(1)] = '' and [rntk_
post_info_agreed(2)]
= '1' and [rntk_post_i
nfo_agreed(3)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_info_
agreed(4)] = '1' and
[rntk_post_info_agre
ed(5)] = '1'

2 To make non-medical decisions
about my life
3 Just because I was curious
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_info_agre
ed(1)] = '' and [rntk_
post_info_agreed(2)]
= '1' and [rntk_post_i
nfo_agreed(3)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_info_
agreed(4)] = '1' and
[rntk_post_info_agre
ed(5)] = ''
2342rntk_post_ag_imp_2
345

radio, Required

radio, Required
2 To make non-medical decisions
about my life
3 Just because I was curious
4 To help make choices about
having children in the future
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
2 To make non-medical decisions
about my life
3 Just because I was curious
4 To help make choices about
having children in the future
5 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2343rntk_post_ag_imp_2
4

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_info_agre
ed(1)] = '' and [rntk_
post_info_agreed(2)]
= '1' and [rntk_post_i
nfo_agreed(3)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_info_a
greed(4)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_info_agree
d(5)] = ''
2344rntk_post_ag_imp_2
45

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_info_agre
ed(1)] = '' and [rntk_
post_info_agreed(2)]
= '1' and [rntk_post_i
nfo_agreed(3)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_info_a
greed(4)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_info_agreed
(5)] = '1'

2 To make non-medical decisions
about my life
4 To help make choices about
having children in the future
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_info_agre
ed(1)] = '' and [rntk_
post_info_agreed(2)]
= '1' and [rntk_post_i
nfo_agreed(3)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_info_a
greed(4)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_info_agree
d(5)] = '1'
2345rntk_post_ag_imp_2
5

radio, Required

radio, Required
2 To make non-medical decisions
about my life
4 To help make choices about
having children in the future
5 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
2 To make non-medical decisions
about my life
5 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2346rntk_post_ag_imp_2
35

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_info_agre
ed(1)] = '' and [rntk_
post_info_agreed(2)]
= '1' and [rntk_post_i
nfo_agreed(3)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_info_
agreed(4)] = '' and [r
ntk_post_info_agree
d(5)] = '1'
2347rntk_post_ag_imp_3
4

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_info_agre
ed(1)] = '' and [rntk_
post_info_agreed(2)]
= '' and [rntk_post_i
nfo_agreed(3)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_info_
agreed(4)] = '1' and
[rntk_post_info_agre
ed(5)] = '1'

2 To make non-medical decisions
about my life
3 Just because I was curious
5 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_info_agre
ed(1)] = '' and [rntk_
post_info_agreed(2)]
= '' and [rntk_post_i
nfo_agreed(3)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_info_
agreed(4)] = '1' and
[rntk_post_info_agre
ed(5)] = ''
2348rntk_post_ag_imp_3
45

radio, Required

radio, Required
3 Just because I was curious
4 To help make choices about
having children in the future
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
3 Just because I was curious
4 To help make choices about
having children in the future
5 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2349rntk_post_ag_imp_3
5

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_info_agre
ed(1)] = '' and [rntk_
post_info_agreed(2)]
= '' and [rntk_post_i
nfo_agreed(3)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_info_
agreed(4)] = '' and [r
ntk_post_info_agree
d(5)] = '1'
2350rntk_post_ag_imp_4
5
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_info_agre
ed(1)] = '' and [rntk_
post_info_agreed(2)]
= '' and [rntk_post_i
nfo_agreed(3)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_info_a
greed(4)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_info_agree
d(5)] = '1'

radio, Required
3 Just because I was curious
5 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
4 To help make choices about
having children in the future
5 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2351rntk_post_refused
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_respons
e] = '0'

You did not choose to be contacted
about incidental findings of clinical
importance. What were your reasons
for making that decision? Please select
all that apply.
I did not want to know this information
because...

checkbox, Required

1 rntk_post_refused___1 It would
make me
worried or
sad to know
this
information
2 rntk_post_refused___2 This
information
would not
be relevant
to my health
3 rntk_post_refused___3 Even if there
was a
medical
action I
could take, I
wouldn't
have access
to
healthcare.
4 rntk_post_refused___4 I would not
do anything
with this
information
5 rntk_post_refused___5 I do not
trust the
NIH (part of
the US
government
with this
information
6 rntk_post_refused___6 I worry that
this
information
would be
used agains
me by my
health
insurance
company or
employer.

7 rntk_post_refused___7 My friends
and family
would treat
me
differently if
they knew
that I had
genetic risk
for certain
diseases.

8 rntk_post_refused___8 Other
Custom alignment: LV
Field Annotation: @RANDOMORDER

2352rntk_post_refused_o
ther

Other: Please specify

text, Required
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(8)] = '1'
2353rntk_post_ref_imp_1
2
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(8)] = ''

1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
Custom alignment: LV

2354rntk_post_ref_imp_1
23

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(8)] = ''
2355rntk_post_ref_imp_1
234

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(6)]
= '' and [rntk_post_r
efused(7)] = '' and [r
ntk_post_refused(8)]
= ''

1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(6)]
= '' and [rntk_post_r
efused(7)] = '' and [r
ntk_post_refused(8)]
= ''
2356rntk_post_ref_imp_1
2345

radio, Required

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
Custom alignment: LV

2357rntk_post_ref_imp_1
23456

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(6)]
= '1' and [rntk_post_
refused(7)] = '' and
[rntk_post_refused
(8)] = ''

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

2358rntk_post_ref_imp_1
234567
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(6)]
= '1' and [rntk_post_
refused(7)] = '1' and
[rntk_post_refused
(8)] = ''

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2359rntk_post_ref_imp_1
2345678

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(6)]
= '1' and [rntk_post_
refused(7)] = '1' and
[rntk_post_refused
(8)] = '1'

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2360rntk_post_ref_imp_1
235
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(8)] = ''

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
Custom alignment: LV

2361rntk_post_ref_imp_1
2356

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(8)]
= ''

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

2362rntk_post_ref_imp_1
23567
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(8)]
= ''

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2363rntk_post_ref_imp_1
234568

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(6)]
= '1' and [rntk_post_
refused(7)] = '' and
[rntk_post_refused
(8)] = '1'

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2364rntk_post_ref_imp_1
235678
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(8)]
= '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2365rntk_post_ref_imp_1
23457

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(6)]
= '' and [rntk_post_r
efused(7)] = '1' and
[rntk_post_refused
(8)] = ''

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2366rntk_post_ref_imp_1
234578
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(6)]
= '' and [rntk_post_r
efused(7)] = '1' and
[rntk_post_refused
(8)] = '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2367rntk_post_ref_imp_1
23458

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(6)]
= '' and [rntk_post_r
efused(7)] = '' and [r
ntk_post_refused(8)]
= '1'

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2368rntk_post_ref_imp_1
2346
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(6)]
= '1' and [rntk_post_
refused(7)] = '' and
[rntk_post_refused
(8)] = ''

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

2369rntk_post_ref_imp_1
23467

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(6)]
= '1' and [rntk_post_
refused(7)] = '1' and
[rntk_post_refused
(8)] = ''

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2370rntk_post_ref_imp_1
234678
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(6)]
= '1' and [rntk_post_
refused(7)] = '1' and
[rntk_post_refused
(8)] = '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2371rntk_post_ref_imp_1
2347

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(6)]
= '' and [rntk_post_r
efused(7)] = '1' and
[rntk_post_refused
(8)] = ''

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2372rntk_post_ref_imp_1
23478
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(6)]
= '' and [rntk_post_r
efused(7)] = '1' and
[rntk_post_refused
(8)] = '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2373rntk_post_ref_imp_1
23468

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(6)]
= '1' and [rntk_post_
refused(7)] = '' and
[rntk_post_refused
(8)] = '1'

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2374rntk_post_ref_imp_1
2348
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(6)]
= '' and [rntk_post_r
efused(7)] = '' and [r
ntk_post_refused(8)]
= '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2375rntk_post_ref_imp_1
2358

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(8)] =
'1'
2376rntk_post_ref_imp_1
23568
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(8)]
= '1'

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2377rntk_post_ref_imp_1
2357

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(8)] = ''

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2378rntk_post_ref_imp_1
23578
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(8)] =
'1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2379rntk_post_ref_imp_1
236

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(8)]
= ''
2380rntk_post_ref_imp_1
2367
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(8)]
= ''

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2381rntk_post_ref_imp_1
23678

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(8)]
= '1'

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2382rntk_post_ref_imp_1
2368
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(8)]
= '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2383rntk_post_ref_imp_1
237

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(8)] = ''
2384rntk_post_ref_imp_1
2378

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(8)] =
'1'

1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(8)] =
'1'
2385rntk_post_ref_imp_1
238

radio, Required

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2386rntk_post_ref_imp_1
24

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(6)]
= '' and [rntk_post_r
efused(7)] = '' and [r
ntk_post_refused(8)]
= ''
2387rntk_post_ref_imp_1
245
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(6)]
= '' and [rntk_post_r
efused(7)] = '' and [r
ntk_post_refused(8)]
= ''

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
Custom alignment: LV

2388rntk_post_ref_imp_1
2456

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(6)]
= '1' and [rntk_post_
refused(7)] = '' and
[rntk_post_refused
(8)] = ''

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

2389rntk_post_ref_imp_1
24567
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(6)]
= '1' and [rntk_post_
refused(7)] = '1' and
[rntk_post_refused
(8)] = ''

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2390rntk_post_ref_imp_1
245678

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(6)]
= '1' and [rntk_post_
refused(7)] = '1' and
[rntk_post_refused
(8)] = '1'

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2391rntk_post_ref_imp_1
24568
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(6)]
= '1' and [rntk_post_
refused(7)] = '' and
[rntk_post_refused
(8)] = '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2392rntk_post_ref_imp_1
2458

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(6)]
= '' and [rntk_post_r
efused(7)] = '' and [r
ntk_post_refused(8)]
= '1'
2393rntk_post_ref_imp_1
2457
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(6)]
= '' and [rntk_post_r
efused(7)] = '1' and
[rntk_post_refused
(8)] = ''

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2394rntk_post_ref_imp_1
24578

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(6)]
= '' and [rntk_post_r
efused(7)] = '1' and
[rntk_post_refused
(8)] = '1'

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2395rntk_post_ref_imp_1
246
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(6)]
= '1' and [rntk_post_
refused(7)] = '' and
[rntk_post_refused
(8)] = ''

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

2396rntk_post_ref_imp_1
247

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(6)]
= '' and [rntk_post_r
efused(7)] = '1' and
[rntk_post_refused
(8)] = ''
2397rntk_post_ref_imp_1
2478

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(6)]
= '' and [rntk_post_r
efused(7)] = '' and [r
ntk_post_refused(8)]
= '1'

1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(6)]
= '' and [rntk_post_r
efused(7)] = '1' and
[rntk_post_refused
(8)] = '1'
2398rntk_post_ref_imp_1
248

radio, Required

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2399rntk_post_ref_imp_1
24678

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(6)]
= '1' and [rntk_post_
refused(7)] = '1' and
[rntk_post_refused
(8)] = '1'

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2400rntk_post_ref_imp_1
2467
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(6)]
= '1' and [rntk_post_
refused(7)] = '1' and
[rntk_post_refused
(8)] = ''

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2401rntk_post_ref_imp_1
2468

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(6)]
= '1' and [rntk_post_
refused(7)] = '' and
[rntk_post_refused
(8)] = '1'
2402rntk_post_ref_imp_1
25

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(8)]
= ''

1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(8)] = ''
2403rntk_post_ref_imp_1
256

radio, Required

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

2404rntk_post_ref_imp_1
2567

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(8)]
= ''

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2405rntk_post_ref_imp_1
25678
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(8)]
= '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2406rntk_post_ref_imp_1
2568

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(8)]
= '1'

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2407rntk_post_ref_imp_1
257
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(8)] = ''

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2408rntk_post_ref_imp_1
2578

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(8)] =
'1'
2409rntk_post_ref_imp_1
258
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(8)] =
'1'

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2410rntk_post_ref_imp_1
26

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(8)]
= ''
2411rntk_post_ref_imp_1
267
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(8)]
= ''

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2412rntk_post_ref_imp_1
2678

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(8)]
= '1'

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2413rntk_post_ref_imp_1
268
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(8)]
= '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2414rntk_post_ref_imp_1
27

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(8)] = ''
2415rntk_post_ref_imp_1
278

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(8)] =
'1'

1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(3)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(8)] =
'1'
2416rntk_post_ref_imp_1
28

radio, Required

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2417rntk_post_ref_imp_1
345678

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(6)]
= '1' and [rntk_post_
refused(7)] = '1' and
[rntk_post_refused
(8)] = '1'

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2418rntk_post_ref_imp_1
45678
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(8)]
= '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2419rntk_post_ref_imp_1
5678

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(8)]
= '1'

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2420rntk_post_ref_imp_1
678
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(6)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(8)] =
'1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2421rntk_post_ref_imp_1
7

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(6)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(8)] = ''
2422rntk_post_ref_imp_1
78

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(6)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(8)] = '1'

1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(6)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(8)] =
'1'
2423rntk_post_ref_imp_1
8

radio, Required

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2424rntk_post_ref_imp_1
3

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(8)] = ''
2425rntk_post_ref_imp_1
34

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(6)]
= '' and [rntk_post_r
efused(7)] = '' and [r
ntk_post_refused(8)]
= ''

1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(6)]
= '' and [rntk_post_r
efused(7)] = '' and [r
ntk_post_refused(8)]
= ''
2426rntk_post_ref_imp_1
345

radio, Required

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
Custom alignment: LV

2427rntk_post_ref_imp_1
3456

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(6)]
= '1' and [rntk_post_
refused(7)] = '' and
[rntk_post_refused
(8)] = ''

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

2428rntk_post_ref_imp_1
34567
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(6)]
= '1' and [rntk_post_
refused(7)] = '1' and
[rntk_post_refused
(8)] = ''

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2429rntk_post_ref_imp_1
34568

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(6)]
= '1' and [rntk_post_
refused(7)] = '' and
[rntk_post_refused
(8)] = '1'

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2430rntk_post_ref_imp_1
3457
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(6)]
= '' and [rntk_post_r
efused(7)] = '1' and
[rntk_post_refused
(8)] = ''

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2431rntk_post_ref_imp_1
34578

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(6)]
= '' and [rntk_post_r
efused(7)] = '1' and
[rntk_post_refused
(8)] = '1'

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2432rntk_post_ref_imp_1
3458
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(6)]
= '' and [rntk_post_r
efused(7)] = '' and [r
ntk_post_refused(8)]
= '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2433rntk_post_ref_imp_1
34678

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(6)]
= '1' and [rntk_post_
refused(7)] = '1' and
[rntk_post_refused
(8)] = '1'

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2434rntk_post_ref_imp_1
3468
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(6)]
= '1' and [rntk_post_
refused(7)] = '' and
[rntk_post_refused
(8)] = '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2435rntk_post_ref_imp_1
347

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(6)]
= '' and [rntk_post_r
efused(7)] = '1' and
[rntk_post_refused
(8)] = ''
2436rntk_post_ref_imp_1
348
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(6)]
= '' and [rntk_post_r
efused(7)] = '' and [r
ntk_post_refused(8)]
= '1'

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2437rntk_post_ref_imp_1
3478

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(6)]
= '' and [rntk_post_r
efused(7)] = '1' and
[rntk_post_refused
(8)] = '1'
2438rntk_post_ref_imp_1
35

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(8)]
= ''

1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(8)] = ''
2439rntk_post_ref_imp_1
356

radio, Required

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

2440rntk_post_ref_imp_1
3567

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(8)]
= ''

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2441rntk_post_ref_imp_1
35678
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(8)]
= '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2442rntk_post_ref_imp_1
3568

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(8)]
= '1'

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2443rntk_post_ref_imp_1
357
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(8)] = ''

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2444rntk_post_ref_imp_1
3578

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(8)] =
'1'

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2445rntk_post_ref_imp_1
358
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(8)] =
'1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2446rntk_post_ref_imp_1
36

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(8)]
= ''
2447rntk_post_ref_imp_1
367
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(8)]
= ''

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2448rntk_post_ref_imp_1
3678

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(8)]
= '1'

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2449rntk_post_ref_imp_1
368
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(8)]
= '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2450rntk_post_ref_imp_1
346

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(6)]
= '1' and [rntk_post_
refused(7)] = '' and
[rntk_post_refused
(8)] = ''
2451rntk_post_ref_imp_1
3467
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(6)]
= '1' and [rntk_post_
refused(7)] = '1' and
[rntk_post_refused
(8)] = ''

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2452rntk_post_ref_imp_1
37

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(8)] = ''
2453rntk_post_ref_imp_1
378

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(8)] =
'1'

1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(8)] =
'1'
2454rntk_post_ref_imp_1
38

radio, Required

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2455rntk_post_ref_imp_1
4

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(8)] = ''
2456rntk_post_ref_imp_1
45

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(8)]
= ''

1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(8)] = ''
2457rntk_post_ref_imp_1
456

radio, Required

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

2458rntk_post_ref_imp_1
4567

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(8)]
= ''

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2459rntk_post_ref_imp_1
4568
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(8)]
= '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2460rntk_post_ref_imp_1
457

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(8)] = ''
2461rntk_post_ref_imp_1
4578

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(8)] =
'1'

1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(8)] =
'1'
2462rntk_post_ref_imp_1
458

radio, Required

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2463rntk_post_ref_imp_1
48

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(8)] =
'1'
2464rntk_post_ref_imp_1
46
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(8)]
= ''

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

2465rntk_post_ref_imp_1
467

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(8)]
= ''
2466rntk_post_ref_imp_1
4678
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(8)]
= '1'

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2467rntk_post_ref_imp_1
468

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(8)]
= '1'
2468rntk_post_ref_imp_1
47

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(8)] =
'1'

1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(8)] = ''
2469rntk_post_ref_imp_1
478

radio, Required

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2470rntk_post_ref_imp_1
5

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(8)] = ''
2471rntk_post_ref_imp_1
56
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(8)]
= ''

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

2472rntk_post_ref_imp_1
567

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(8)]
= ''

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2473rntk_post_ref_imp_1
568
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(8)]
= '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2474rntk_post_ref_imp_1
57

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(8)] = ''
2475rntk_post_ref_imp_1
578

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(8)] =
'1'

1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(8)] =
'1'
2476rntk_post_ref_imp_1
58

radio, Required

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2477rntk_post_ref_imp_1
6

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(6)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(8)] = ''
2478rntk_post_ref_imp_1
67

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(6)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(8)] =
'1'

1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(2)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(6)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(8)] = ''
2479rntk_post_ref_imp_1
68

radio, Required

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
1 It would make me worried or
sad to know this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2480rntk_post_ref_imp_2
3

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(8)] = ''
2481rntk_post_ref_imp_2
34

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(6)]
= '' and [rntk_post_r
efused(7)] = '' and [r
ntk_post_refused(8)]
= ''

2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(6)]
= '' and [rntk_post_r
efused(7)] = '' and [r
ntk_post_refused(8)]
= ''
2482rntk_post_ref_imp_2
345

radio, Required

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
Custom alignment: LV

2483rntk_post_ref_imp_2
3456

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(6)]
= '1' and [rntk_post_
refused(7)] = '' and
[rntk_post_refused
(8)] = ''

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

2484rntk_post_ref_imp_2
34567
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(6)]
= '1' and [rntk_post_
refused(7)] = '1' and
[rntk_post_refused
(8)] = ''

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2485rntk_post_ref_imp_2
345678

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(6)]
= '1' and [rntk_post_
refused(7)] = '1' and
[rntk_post_refused
(8)] = '1'

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2486rntk_post_ref_imp_2
34568
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(6)]
= '1' and [rntk_post_
refused(7)] = '' and
[rntk_post_refused
(8)] = '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2487rntk_post_ref_imp_2
3457

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(6)]
= '' and [rntk_post_r
efused(7)] = '1' and
[rntk_post_refused
(8)] = ''

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2488rntk_post_ref_imp_2
34578
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(6)]
= '' and [rntk_post_r
efused(7)] = '1' and
[rntk_post_refused
(8)] = '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2489rntk_post_ref_imp_2
3458

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(6)]
= '' and [rntk_post_r
efused(7)] = '' and [r
ntk_post_refused(8)]
= '1'
2490rntk_post_ref_imp_2
346
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(6)]
= '1' and [rntk_post_
refused(7)] = '' and
[rntk_post_refused
(8)] = ''

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

2491rntk_post_ref_imp_2
3467

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(6)]
= '1' and [rntk_post_
refused(7)] = '1' and
[rntk_post_refused
(8)] = ''

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2492rntk_post_ref_imp_2
34678
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(6)]
= '1' and [rntk_post_
refused(7)] = '1' and
[rntk_post_refused
(8)] = '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2493rntk_post_ref_imp_2
3468

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(6)]
= '1' and [rntk_post_
refused(7)] = '' and
[rntk_post_refused
(8)] = '1'

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2494rntk_post_ref_imp_2
347
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(6)]
= '' and [rntk_post_r
efused(7)] = '1' and
[rntk_post_refused
(8)] = ''

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2495rntk_post_ref_imp_2
3478

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(6)]
= '' and [rntk_post_r
efused(7)] = '1' and
[rntk_post_refused
(8)] = '1'
2496rntk_post_ref_imp_2
348

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(8)] = ''

2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(5)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(6)]
= '' and [rntk_post_r
efused(7)] = '' and [r
ntk_post_refused(8)]
= '1'
2497rntk_post_ref_imp_2
35

radio, Required

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
Custom alignment: LV

2498rntk_post_ref_imp_2
356

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(8)]
= ''
2499rntk_post_ref_imp_2
358
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(8)] =
'1'

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2500rntk_post_ref_imp_2
3567

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(8)]
= ''

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2501rntk_post_ref_imp_2
35678
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(8)]
= '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2502rntk_post_ref_imp_2
3568

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(8)]
= '1'

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2503rntk_post_ref_imp_2
357
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(8)] = ''

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2504rntk_post_ref_imp_2
3578

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(8)] =
'1'

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2505rntk_post_ref_imp_2
36
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(8)]
= ''

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

2506rntk_post_ref_imp_2
367

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(8)]
= ''

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2507rntk_post_ref_imp_2
3678
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(8)]
= '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2508rntk_post_ref_imp_2
368

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(8)]
= '1'
2509rntk_post_ref_imp_2
37

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(8)] =
'1'

2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(8)] = ''
2510rntk_post_ref_imp_2
378

radio, Required

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2511rntk_post_ref_imp_2
38

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(4)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(8)] =
'1'
2512rntk_post_ref_imp_2
4

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(8)] = ''

2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(8)] = ''
2513rntk_post_ref_imp_2
45

radio, Required

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
Custom alignment: LV

2514rntk_post_ref_imp_2
456

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(8)]
= ''
2515rntk_post_ref_imp_2
4567
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(8)]
= ''

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2516rntk_post_ref_imp_2
45678

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(8)]
= '1'

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2517rntk_post_ref_imp_2
46
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(8)]
= ''

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

2518rntk_post_ref_imp_2
467

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(8)]
= ''
2519rntk_post_ref_imp_2
4678
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(8)]
= '1'

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2520rntk_post_ref_imp_2
468

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(8)]
= '1'
2521rntk_post_ref_imp_2
47

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(8)] =
'1'

2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(8)] = ''
2522rntk_post_ref_imp_2
478

radio, Required

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2523rntk_post_ref_imp_2
457

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(8)] = ''
2524rntk_post_ref_imp_2
4578

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(8)] =
'1'

2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(8)] =
'1'
2525rntk_post_ref_imp_2
458

radio, Required

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2526rntk_post_ref_imp_2
4568

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(8)]
= '1'

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2527rntk_post_ref_imp_2
48
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(8)] =
'1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2528rntk_post_ref_imp_2
5

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(8)] = ''
2529rntk_post_ref_imp_2
56
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(8)]
= ''

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

2530rntk_post_ref_imp_2
567

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(8)]
= ''

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2531rntk_post_ref_imp_2
5678
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(8)]
= '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2532rntk_post_ref_imp_2
568

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(8)]
= '1'
2533rntk_post_ref_imp_2
57

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(8)] =
'1'

2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(8)] = ''
2534rntk_post_ref_imp_2
578

radio, Required

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2535rntk_post_ref_imp_2
58

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(8)] =
'1'
2536rntk_post_ref_imp_2
6

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(6)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(8)] = ''

2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(6)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(8)] = ''
2537rntk_post_ref_imp_2
67

radio, Required

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2538rntk_post_ref_imp_2
678

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(6)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(8)] =
'1'
2539rntk_post_ref_imp_2
68

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(6)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(8)] = ''

2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(6)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(8)] =
'1'
2540rntk_post_ref_imp_2
7

radio, Required

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2541rntk_post_ref_imp_2
78

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(6)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(8)] =
'1'
2542rntk_post_ref_imp_2
8

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(8)] = ''

2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(3)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(6)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(8)] = '1'
2543rntk_post_ref_imp_3
4

radio, Required

radio, Required
2 This information would not be
relevant to my health.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
Custom alignment: LV

2544rntk_post_ref_imp_3
45

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(8)] = ''
2545rntk_post_ref_imp_3
457

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(8)] =
'1'

3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(8)] = ''
2546rntk_post_ref_imp_3
4578

radio, Required

radio, Required
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2547rntk_post_ref_imp_3
456

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(8)]
= ''
2548rntk_post_ref_imp_3
4568
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(8)]
= '1'

radio, Required
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2549rntk_post_ref_imp_3
4567

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(8)]
= ''

radio, Required
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2550rntk_post_ref_imp_3
45678
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(8)]
= '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2551rntk_post_ref_imp_3
458

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(8)] =
'1'
2552rntk_post_ref_imp_3
46
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(8)]
= ''

radio, Required
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

2553rntk_post_ref_imp_3
467

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(8)]
= ''

radio, Required
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2554rntk_post_ref_imp_3
4678
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(8)]
= '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2555rntk_post_ref_imp_3
468

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(8)]
= '1'
2556rntk_post_ref_imp_3
478

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(8)] = ''

3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(8)] =
'1'
2557rntk_post_ref_imp_3
47

radio, Required

radio, Required
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2558rntk_post_ref_imp_3
48

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(5)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(8)] =
'1'
2559rntk_post_ref_imp_3
5

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(8)]
= ''

3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(8)] = ''
2560rntk_post_ref_imp_3
56

radio, Required

radio, Required
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

2561rntk_post_ref_imp_3
567

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(8)]
= ''

radio, Required
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2562rntk_post_ref_imp_3
5678
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(8)]
= '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2563rntk_post_ref_imp_3
57

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(8)] = ''
2564rntk_post_ref_imp_3
578

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(8)]
= '1'

3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(8)] =
'1'
2565rntk_post_ref_imp_3
568

radio, Required

radio, Required
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2566rntk_post_ref_imp_3
58

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(8)] =
'1'
2567rntk_post_ref_imp_3
6

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(6)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(8)] = ''

3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(6)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(8)] = ''
2568rntk_post_ref_imp_3
67

radio, Required

radio, Required
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2569rntk_post_ref_imp_3
678

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(6)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(8)] =
'1'
2570rntk_post_ref_imp_3
68

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(6)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(8)] = ''

3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(6)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(8)] =
'1'
2571rntk_post_ref_imp_3
7

radio, Required

radio, Required
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2572rntk_post_ref_imp_3
78

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(6)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(8)] =
'1'
2573rntk_post_ref_imp_3
8

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(8)] = ''

3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(3)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(4)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(6)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(8)] = '1'
2574rntk_post_ref_imp_4
5

radio, Required

radio, Required
3 Even if there was a medical
action I could take, I wouldn't
have access to healthcare.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
Custom alignment: LV

2575rntk_post_ref_imp_4
56

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(8)]
= ''
2576rntk_post_ref_imp_4
567
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(8)]
= ''

radio, Required
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2577rntk_post_ref_imp_4
5678

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '1' and [r
ntk_post_refused(8)]
= '1'

radio, Required
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2578rntk_post_ref_imp_4
568
Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] =
'1' and [rntk_post_re
fused(7)] = '' and [rn
tk_post_refused(8)]
= '1'

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2579rntk_post_ref_imp_4
57

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(8)] = ''
2580rntk_post_ref_imp_4
578

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(8)] =
'1'

4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(5)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(6)] = ''
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(8)] =
'1'
2581rntk_post_ref_imp_4
58

radio, Required

radio, Required
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2582rntk_post_ref_imp_4
6

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(6)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(8)] = ''
2583rntk_post_ref_imp_4
67

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(6)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(8)] =
'1'

4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(6)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(8)] = ''
2584rntk_post_ref_imp_4
678

radio, Required

radio, Required
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2585rntk_post_ref_imp_4
68

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(6)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(8)] =
'1'
2586rntk_post_ref_imp_4
7

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(6)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(8)] =
'1'

4 I would not do anything with
this information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(6)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(8)] = ''
2587rntk_post_ref_imp_4
78

radio, Required

radio, Required
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
4 I would not do anything with
this information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2588rntk_post_ref_imp_4
8

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(4)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(5)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(6)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(8)] = '1'
2589rntk_post_ref_imp_5
6

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(6)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(8)] = ''

4 I would not do anything with
this information.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(6)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(8)] = ''
2590rntk_post_ref_imp_5
67

radio, Required

radio, Required
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2591rntk_post_ref_imp_5
678

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(6)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '1' and [rntk
_post_refused(8)] =
'1'
2592rntk_post_ref_imp_5
68

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(6)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(8)] = ''

5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(6)] = '1'
and [rntk_post_refus
ed(7)] = '' and [rntk_
post_refused(8)] =
'1'
2593rntk_post_ref_imp_5
7

radio, Required

radio, Required
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2594rntk_post_ref_imp_5
78

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(6)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(8)] =
'1'
2595rntk_post_ref_imp_5
8

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(8)] = ''

5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(5)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(6)] = '' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(8)] = '1'
2596rntk_post_ref_imp_6
7

radio, Required

radio, Required
5 I do not trust the NIH (part of
the US government) with this
information.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
Custom alignment: LV

2597rntk_post_ref_imp_6
78

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(7)] = '1' and [rntk_
post_refused(8)] =
'1'
2598rntk_post_ref_imp_6
8

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(6)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(7)] = '1' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(8)] = '1'

6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

Show the field ONL
Y if:
[rntk_post_refused
(1)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(2)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(3)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(4)] = '' an
d [rntk_post_refused
(5)] = '' and [rntk_po
st_refused(6)] = '1' a
nd [rntk_post_refuse
d(7)] = '' and [rntk_p
ost_refused(8)] = '1'
2599rntk_post_ref_imp_7
8

radio, Required

radio, Required
6 I am worried that this
information would be used
against me by my health
insurance company or
employer.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

Please select the one reason that was
most important to you.

radio, Required
7 My friends and family would
treat me differently if they knew
that I had genetic risk for certain
diseases.
8 Other
Custom alignment: LV

2600rntk_comments

If you changed your mind from your
previous decision, or have anything
else to add, please briefly explain
below:

notes
Custom alignment: LV

2601rntk_contact_us

If you still have questions, or want to
know more about genetic incidental
findings, please call study staff at 1866-809-1261. We would be happy to
answer any additional questions you
may have.

descriptive

2602right_not_to_know_c Section Header: Form Status
omplete
Complete?

dropdown
0 Incomplete
1 Unverified
2 Complete
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Expand
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Expand

Instrument: Covid19 Tracking App (covid19_tracking_app)

Expand

Instrument: Exposome Invite for WGS (exposome_invite_for_wgs)

Expand

